
Case Study

Texas Roadhouse modernizes key accounting 
and financial systems to support growth
New cloud-based ERP solution provides scalability, cost savings  
and an improved workplace experience

Business situation: 
Aligning accounting 
processes with growing 
company needs

For any company, growth is an 
overarching goal. But when growth 
taxes the capabilities of key internal 
systems, especially when it impacts 
critical accounting and financial 
processes, it creates a formidable 
challenge for the business.

This story is a familiar one to Louisville, 
Kentucky-based restaurant chain Texas 
Roadhouse, which has expanded from 
70 restaurants in 2000 to more than 
485 restaurants in 49 states. 

The company’s growth trajectory 
underscored the need to modernize 
its nearly 20-year-old Enterprise 
Resource Planning (ERP) system, 
which was at the end of its life. The 
company’s decision makers began to 
evaluate options for a wholesale ERP 
replacement and, after considering 

several options, chose to team with 
Avanade on a solution that leveraged 
Microsoft Dynamics AX and Microsoft 
Azure. Texas Roadhouse selected 
Avanade as the best partner to help 
it achieve a modern and flexible 
platform that could easily scale as the 
company grew based on our deep 
experience implementing AX and 
global presence. The company also 
performed a complete overhaul of its 
Chart of Accounts with this systems 
project, bringing additional complexity 
but greater future success.



to be more robust and secure than 
an on-premises model, and we knew 
in the long run it would be more 
flexible and scalable as we continue 
to grow.” 

• Improve the workplace experience 
and increase productivity. Because 
Texas Roadhouse already leveraged 
other Microsoft technologies to 
support its business, the company 
believed that Dynamics AX would 
not only be more intuitive and 
easier for employees to use, but 
also easier and less costly to 
integrate with other back-end 
technology platforms. Time spent 
by the company’s IT department 
maintaining and operating legacy 
systems could instead be better used 
to collaborate with the company’s 
accounting and finance groups on 
more strategic initiatives. 

• Provide real-time insights into 
the overall health of the business. 
Reporting and analytics capabilities 
in the legacy platform were limited 
and offered only a past view of the 
company’s financial performance. 
Texas Roadhouse wanted to be able 
to leverage real-time data to better 
pinpoint operational and financial 
risk and enable more informed, 
forward-looking decision making. 

Texas Roadhouse and Avanade teamed 
to build and deploy the new cloud-
based solution, and help the company 
meet three key business objectives:

• Establish a cost-effective cloud 
business platform to support 
future growth. Over the years, the 
company had customized its ERP 
platform in order to fit business 
requirements and interact with other 
back-end and front-end systems. 
Eventually, though, it couldn’t 
keep up with the complexities 
of the accounting processes and 
information silos evolved. “It got to 
the point where we had to adapt our 
processes to the technology instead 
of the other way around,” said 
Heather Spurlock, Controller, Texas 
Roadhouse. “We knew that it was 
time for a change” 
 
Because the solution was at the end 
of its life, additional customizations 
were no longer the preferred 
option. In addition, the on-premises 
model proved costly to operate and 
maintain. As it analyzed its options, 
the company concluded that moving 
to a cloud-based platform via 
Microsoft Azure would deliver more 
robust support. 
 
“It was really a no-brainer to move 
to a cloud-based infrastructure to 
support our business,” said Hernan 
Mujica, VP, Information Technology, 
Texas Roadhouse. “The cloud proved 

The solution: A cloud-
based ERP platform that 
positions company  
for the future

Before embarking on its plan to 
deploy Dynamics AX, Texas Roadhouse 
and Avanade initiated a thorough 
assessment of the company’s current 
state. The assessment gave the 
company’s IT and Accounting teams 
an opportunity to forge a new way of 
working together and defining success. 
It also prompted the accounting team 
to re-evaluate its processes and make 
changes that empowered users and 
eliminated existing silos. 

The Avanade team of 18 onshore and 
offshore resources brought a rigorous 
methodology to the 18-month project, 
which kept both teams on track and 
focused on the end goal. We applied 
our extensive experience in deploying  
the General Ledger, Accounts 
Receivable, Accounts Payable, 
Cash and Budgeting modules of 
Dynamics AX and its industry-leading 
RapidResults solution – a business-
process driven implementation 
method – to greatly reduce  
the risks associated with such  
a complex migration. 

“This project gave us the opportunity to reallocate our team 
to focus on the business’ strategic needs.” 
– Hernan Mujica, VP, Information Technology, Texas Roadhouse
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Texas Roadhouse credits Avanade’s 
frequent communication and 
emphasis on meeting deadlines to 
an on-time launch. Our professionals 
working closely with the company’s IT 
and Accounting teams demonstrated 
commitment to the overall success of 
the project, which proved useful when 
challenges emerged.

“Our Avanade on-site team showed 
us unparalleled dedication to our 
success,” Spurlock said. “They pointed 
out the risk areas that we did not see 
and they were very much an integral 
part of our team.”

Results realized: Fully 
deployed cloud-based 
Dynamics AX optimizes 
financial processes

Texas Roadhouse is already realizing  
a number of benefits from the move 
to a cloud-based accounting and 
financial systems platform and its 
teaming with Avanade.

More efficient processes aligned with 
the business. The company’s team 
of accounting professionals now has 
the functionality to efficiently support 
a growing business. After being 
operational on Microsoft Dynamics AX 
for only three months, the system is 
stable and reliable, and financial data 
is becoming more transparent to the 
rest of the business.

More time to address strategic 
business needs vs. day-to-day  
operations. Managing and 
maintaining on-premises systems 
takes precious time and resources 
away from preparing for the future. 
By optimizing a core system in the 
cloud, the IT team has more time to 
collaborate with business stakeholders 
to plan ahead. 

When you’re working with older 
systems, the focus is more on making 
sure they continue to be operational,” 
Mujica said. “This project gave us the 
opportunity to reallocate our team to 
focus on the business’ strategic needs.”

A self-sufficient and empowered 
team. Change is never easy – even 
when the outcome is positive. 
Avanade worked closely with the Texas 
Roadhouse team to help it learn the 
capabilities of Dynamics AX until it 
became entirely self-sufficient. 

“In the beginning, we knew very little 
about the solution. But by the time this 
solution was deployed, we were solid 
on our feet and had the knowledge 
and confidence to take it from 
there,” Spurlock said. “That was really 
important to our overall success.” 

“Our Avanade on-site team showed us unparalleled 
dedication to our success. They pointed out the risk areas  
that we did not see and they were very much an integral part 
of our team.”
– Heather Spurlock, Controller, Texas Roadhouse
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About Avanade

Avanade is the leading provider of innovative digital 

and cloud services, business solutions and design-led 

experiences delivered through the power of people  

and the Microsoft ecosystem.  Our professionals 

combine technology, business and industry expertise 

to build and deploy solutions to realize results for our 

clients and their customers. Avanade has 29,000 digitally 

connected people across 23 countries, bringing clients 

the best thinking through a collaborative culture that 

honors diversity and reflects the communities in which 

we operate. Majority owned by Accenture, Avanade 

was founded in 2000 by Accenture LLP and Microsoft 

Corporation. Learn more at www.avanade.com
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Company overview

Texas Roadhouse opened its doors  
in 1993. Since then, the company  
has grown to more than 485 locations 
in 49 states and four foreign countries. 
Texas Roadhouse is famous for its 
hand-cut steaks, fall off-the-bone ribs, 
made-from-scratch sides and fresh-
baked bread.

With a modernized platform now in 
place, Texas Roadhouse’s integrated 
systems are working well together. This 
has given the team the confidence 
to turn its attention to how it can 
leverage additional capabilities, 
including the implementation of 
Fixed Assets, Project Accounting for 
Investment Projects and the buildout 
of an integrated Vendor Portal. 
Combined, these tools will help Texas 
Roadhouse effectively manage 70,000 
assets, the addition of new restaurants 
and over 30,000 vendors. 

https://www.texasroadhouse.com/

